
With the shown size you have 
found your perfect sized MY.SIZE 
condom.

Carefully wrap the MY.SIZE measuring tape 
around the thickest part of your erect penis and 
read our recommended size shown by the arrow.
 
Attention: Be careful when cutting the measuring 
tape as paper edges could be sharp!

It‘s so easy:
Cut the MY.SIZE measuring tape on 
the dotted line with scissors.

Your perfect sized condom
Choose from 7 MY.SIZE condom sizes for a perfect fit that offers 
greater safety and feeling.

What‘s your correct size?
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Note: To find your perfect MY.SIZE 
condom the circumference of 
your penis is important, not its 
length. 

Tip: If you like a closer or wider 
fit, try one condom size bigger 
or smaller. It is most important 
though that the condom doesn’t 
slip off or restrict you!
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"Having the right sized condom 
can enhance pleasure and improve 
satisfaction while preventing the 
transmission of HIV and other STIs."

New Zealand AIDS Foundation

Mysize Condoms New Zealand

IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION:
Please DOWNLOAD this measuring tape first 
and then print it out. If you print this page 
with Adobe Acrobat, please choose "Actual 
Size" from the print options for page sizing. 
This ensures that the page will be printed in 
its original size.

#measureup58

Use the MY.SIZE measuring tape 
to find your perfect fitting condom.

International average erect penis width 58 mm*

*Veale D, Miles S, Bramley S, Muir G, Hodsoll J. Am I normal? A systematic review and construction of nomograms for flaccid and erect penis length and circumference in up to 15,521 men. BJU Int. 2014 Dec 8.

MY.SIZE condoms are imported and distributed
in New Zealand by bizSearch Ltd.


